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• European member states do not agree on what it stands for 

• Academics do not agree on what it stands for

• Focus on « energy security » rather than « energy independence »

• Energy independence as a technopolitical category in energy policy debates

• Which variables lead to diverging definitions of energy independence in each country ?

Energy independence ? A problem of definition



1. France: 
essentialization of 
energy independence in 
political debates 
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1.1. Energy independence as a dominant narrative 
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1.1. Energy independence as a dominant narrative 
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1.2. Energy independence as heritages of an determinists narratives 
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• Geographical handicap

• Restructuration of Europe energy geography

Heritage of an energy trauma narrative

• French national uranium ressources

Mobilizing French ressources ?

• Nuclear as deterritorialized source of energy

• Using by-products of uranium enrichments

• « Artificial mines »

• Comparison with Germany

A persisting narrative



2. Energy Independence: 
an absentee concept in 
Germany ? 
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2.1. Absence of a political rhetoric on energy independence
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• 10 occurrences in the Bundestag since 1991

• Place of the private sector / Influence of the market forces ? ?

Absente from political debates ?

• The « Strategic interdependence » narratives

• The « New Cold War » narratives

Two opposing interpretations of imports

• Russian-Ukrainian gas crisis of 2006 and 2008

• Conservative Think Tanks

• Energy utilities during the nuclear phase-out: Vattenfall

• Competing discourses remained marginal

Strategic interdepedence narrative challenged ?



2.1. The historical roots of the interdependence narrative 
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3. Energy as Sweden’s soft 
power ?
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3.1. “Damoklessvärdet hänger över oss”: historical representation
of energy dependence in Sweden
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Ågesta Nuclear Plant, symbol of the nuclear « Swedish line »

•Coal and the First world war

•Dependence of Germany in the Second World War

•Strategic dependence policies in the afterwar by the sociodemocrats

Energy trauma

•National uranium deposits

•National nuclear reactor design

•Military program 

The « Swedish line » in nuclear

•Large energy intensive companies lobbying for US reactors

•Enriched uranium needed

•End the « Swedish line »

Influence of the private sector



3.2. Russian gaz or Swedish nuclear ? Energy independence as a 
domestic political tool 

12Political poster of the Liberal party saying « No to Russian Gaz, we
need NPP », 2014, Stockholm



3.3. Energy independence and Swedish Soft Power in the Baltic region 
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Discussion: On the variable of energy
independence
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• Energy independence is defined through constant relations with past experience 
of political encounters with energy

Historical heritages

• Energy independence is produced through conflicts between competing 
discourses.

Capacity of competing narratives to emerge

• Each of these techno-policies is the product of territorial representations 
specific to national contexts

Spatial representations
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